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Abstract – During these pandemic times, people are
bored with digital devices and reading digital books, and
more and more they want to get a hand on real printed
books. This is even more true, when it comes for high school
kids, that most of the time they are spending in front of
digital devices. In this direction, our paper project focuses
on the investigation of the spatial relationship between high
schools’ population and book related services, mainly
photocopying and large printing services. Using GIS
software we will present a spatial model map of the gathered
data, not only on the location of these objects, but also the
number of secondary school kids, different types of services
provided by the book related services as well as the rating
score for each store in specific radius. The interpolation
spatial map with combination of the ring buffer analysis,
provides useful insight into possible improvement for new
business opening locations of these services. In future we
plan to further advance this analysis by providing more
associated objects and their properties related to book
services.
Keywords – ArcGIS; School population; Photocopiers;
Large printing services; Interpolation; Multiple Buffer
Rings

I.

INTRODUCTION

The dynamic life that existed before the pandemic,
where every minute is important to us, seems to slow
down, and made people during working hours to spend all
their time in front of the digital devices, and more over
during their free time, they are, again in front of the digital
devices. Many of the people use their free time to walk in
nature, to play with their kids, and some enjoy reading a
book. Many of the books today come in digital form, but
people like to have them in hard copy. So, it would be
useful if we could be able to find the stores where people
can buy or print their favorite book. Despite the digital
age, photocopying services are still used by students,
pupils, teachers, companies that need a variety of technical
documentation, as well as companies that want to
advertise themselves through brochures, flyers, handouts,
or business proposals. Therefore, the aim of this project is
to help people find the most favorable book related
services. To make this type of spatial analysis, we need to
use software that implements tools for spatial analysis,
data management and visualize the obtained results.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) tools like ArcGIS
software have been used in many areas of research, but
particularity been used for mapping and measuring library
locations accessibility [1], as well as relating the libraries’
locations and planning their location with census data [2],
and examine how we can use multi-attribute decision
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making for finding the optimal areas suitable for public
libraries construction using GIS [3]. As we can see, GIS
software can be of great help in the process of modeling
and finding a strong relationship between spatial objects,
like photocopying, bookstores, and large printing service
providers. GIS as a spatial relationship analytical tool can
be used for storing, analyzing, and visualizing a great
amount of data, which consists of both spatial and time
variables. These data, besides the information of when the
specific event happens in time, also contain geographical
coordinates, showing to the decision makers where a
given event happened. These spatial GIS tools to manage
both the data and the maps can be found in many GIS
related software, but most widely used is the ArcGIS
ESRI software [4]. ArcGIS 10.8 has many tools which,
combined with Python language, can provide deep inside
of the map-data analytical framework. ArcMap is used as
a central tool for processing and visualization of the georelated data (data that contain both attributes that describe
the object, but also the geographical coordinates for its
location). Another tool of the GIS platform is used to store
the geo-referenced data, the ArcCatalog tool. The
conversion of the gathered data from various sources in a
form of text or Excel documents, can be imported into a
geo-database, keeping the geographical information, and
relating the objects’ properties. Furthermore, there are
other tools and scripts for pre-processing and postprocessing the geo-referenced data, there are also tools for
visualization, map building, data exchange and automatic
model building. All these tools are easily accessible in the
Arc Toolbox, and moreover, there is a Python terminal
where users can write Python scripts for further
automatization of dataset management and visualization
of geo-referenced data. This will allow users to combine
already finished tools with their written Python scripts, to
allow them to deep down into the geo-referenced data to
extract new knowledge and present this knowledge to the
decision makers and stakeholders. The visual
representation of the obtained knowledge in a very easy
interpretable form makes it accessible to a wider audience,
and that is what exactly makes GIS a great platform for
analyzing geo-referenced data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the procedure of the materials and the methods
that are needed to spatially model the relationship between
the high schools, photocopying and large printing service
object providers. To obtain GIS models, both interpolation
maps and ring buffer analyses are given in Section III.
And finally, Section IV concludes the paper and gives
direction for future work.
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II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The data that we use in our research is gathered from
ZK [5] and ABV [6] official websites. The longitude,
latitude, Review_score (user satisfactory rating) and
working hours are downloaded from Google Maps, which
accurately displays the location of each object
implemented in this project. Additionally, for the objects
that user satisfactory rating was not found from their
personal webpage searched through Google website, their
user satisfactory rating was obtained from their social
media web sites. After gathering all this information from
the previously mentioned sources, we created a
spreadsheet document to achieve a greater data
organization, and easy importation into ArcGIS. Every
sheet contains several columns for every mapped object.
During this process, additional columns were added into
the geodatabase, i.e. longitude and latitude coordinate
information.
•

ObjectId, - unique identifier of the object,

•

Latitude – the geographical coordinates for X –
axis,

•

Longitude – the geographical coordinates for Y –
axis,

•

Name – the name of the object,

•

Suburb – the suburb where object is located,

•

Street – the street on which the object is placed,

•

Working_hours – the working hours of the object,

•

Contact_number – the telephone number of the
object,

•

Web site – the object’s web site,

•

Review_score – the object’s user satisfactory rating
(obtained from the personal webpage or social
media site) and

•

Store_services – which is the service of the object
that is offering (photocopying, printing, large
printing, servicing, and equipment).

ArcGIS software displays several options for each
selection. For example, if we select the option “What’s
here?”, we will get a small picture where the object is
located on the street at the bottom of the screen.
Furthermore, the information includes street names as
well as the object geo-coordinates. Our next step is to
enter the information about the unique identifier,
building’s name, suburb, street, coordinates, contact
information, rating, and category in GIS geodatabase
format. We use the map for our country from the freely
available web site, Geofabric.de [7]. Inside of the
downloaded file, we can find several available shape files,
and we use the map for the administrative borders. Further
map information can be downloaded from Diva-GIS
website [8], from which users can select different types of
maps, i.e. administrative areas, inland water, roads,
railroads, elevation or population map. For more
convenient work with the maps, we use the ArcCatalog
software to make folder connections, so later we can
easily manipulate the data from different sources. This can
be done in many ways, but users can easily drag and drop
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elements from ArcCatalog into the working area of
ArcMap. To be able to make a distinction between the
regions, we cut out the administrative area of the city of
Skopje. For this purpose, we write a SQL expression to
select the municipality of Skopje and select only that
administrative region. To sum up, the working package
for our project consists of a map for the administrative
area (for delimitation of the city of Skopje), a map with
waterways and a map with buildings (for displaying the
buildings).
Our next step is to insert the data from the previously
spreadsheet document into the created GIS geodatabase.
Geodatabase is the format in which the data for each
object together with the geographical coordinates are
stored and used for analyses. The display of the object on
the map is made by using the Add Data and Add XY Data
tools. It is important to link the correct data columns from
the imported document with the Longitude and the
Latitude information. Additionally, we can add altitude
information in the Z field, but these data are not included
in our project. In the next step, in the Description section
of the display XY coordinate wizard, we must select the
geographical coordinate that we want to use for our data
analysis. In this we must be careful and select the same
coordinate system that is used from the map file with the
data file, so we select the GCS_WGS_1984 geographical
coordinate system. If this step is skipped, then the point
object will be placed in an incorrect location on the map.
This is done for all photocopying, large printing and high
school objects.
After setting up the data, we can oversee the layers,
add the appropriate layers that will be needed as part of
the project and remove the unnecessary ones. For greater
visibility and for distinguishing the photocopying and
large printing providers facilities, it is necessary to set
certain parameters. This is achieved by selecting the right
symbology for each object in the Symbology tab. We can
do this by selecting properties and Symbology Selector for
each object on the map. In this window, the users can
modify the object symbol by adding their own or search
the objects symbols inside of the database. The
photocopying services are marked with violet circles, the
large printing service providers with dark triangles and
high schools with school icons (see Fig. 1). Users can get
information about each object by right-click on the mark
of the desired object on the map.
Of course, the ArcGIS allows the users to change
every aspect of the object symbol: size, color, font etc. We

Figure 1. Opening the map with Administrative area and imported
objects on the map
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customize the information presented on the map from the
object by using the Labeling tool or in the Layer
properties for the Display section. By selecting the Map
Tips box, every time we add a new object, we can
manipulate what is shown on the map. Additionally, we
can also show specific information due to the use of SQL
query with a spatial information on a map. For example,
the following SQL query: SELECT * FROM
PhotocopyStores WHERE (Review_score > 4 AND
Review_score < 5), selects the photocopying objects in
which user satisfactory rating is between 4 and 5. The
results of this SQL query is represented on Fig. 2 in
combination with the interpolation method. In the next
section, we present the results from our spatial data
analysis conducted in ArcGIS software.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two types of analyses are presented in this section.
The first one is the spatial map results from the
interpolation of the photocopying and large printing
service providers and their user satisfactory rating. The
second analysis is regarding the distance analysis from
each object related to the high school locations using the
Multiple Buffer Ring tool. Additionally, we can use the
Python script tool to speed up the process, as more new
data is available in the future.
A. Interpolation Results and Discussion
As we pointed in the description of the dataset used in
this project, for both photocopying and large printing
service providers we have used the user satisfactory rating
score (Review_score). From this analysis we expect to
obtain a designated zone of good and bad reviews, but not
only regions of bad and good reviews, but the spatial
connection that might exist between these regions.
For that purpose, we use the Inverse Distance Weight
Interpolation (IDW) script from the Arc Toolbox, which
implements the IDW method [9]. IDW method estimates
the cell values by considering the average of values from
the sample data points in the predefined cell radius, that
can be fixed or variable. It is important to know that
according IDW, as the distance from the object of interest
increases, the influence for the measured location
decreases. This means that in our case when interpolating
the surface of user satisfactory rating or number of
students, the distance from these specific objects will have
lower influence on variable of interest (schools,
photocopying services etc.). The IDW tool can be found in
the Spatial Analyst Toolbox and can be selected in the
Interpolation menu. Further, we set some specific settings
that are not default for the script in the Environment
option. In the Environment Settings, we change the
information regarding the Processing Extend and Raster
Analysis. For both analyses, we select the Skopje layer in
the Mask section for the Raster Analysis option and in the
Extend option. The other settings remain the same in the
Environment option. Before we run the tool, we must set
up the input point feature, as well as the output raster.
Next, we must select the target attribute, or the z value,
which in our case is the Review_score attribute from the
input dataset. After we set up all these parameters, we hit
run and the output shape file is created. It is important that
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the process of obtaining a good spatial interpolation map
depends on the setting up the classification classes of the
target attribute. There are several classification methods
that can be used, we use Gaussian distribution with 1
standard deviation (6 classes). The Gaussian distribution
was investigated using the mean and median values of the
data as well as the skewness and kurtosis values.
Regarding the data for the large print stores, the dataset
has more offset values for skewness and kurtosis. Yet, the
obtained results from several experiments with different
classification methods on this dataset don’t reveal any
significant difference in interpolation results. The final
results from the interpolation analysis of the photocopying
objects are given on Fig. 2, while the interpolation
analysis of the large print stores is given on Fig. 3.
Interpolation results from the photocopying services
users satisfactory score presented in Fig. 2, revealed two
clusters of red dots, or review_score below 4.5, on the
north part of the administrative boarder of Skopje and
some of the store located near the center of the city. The
most obvious division in the rating of the photocopying
services is left and right part of city of Skopje. Overall, the
rating is relatively high above 4 with a mean value of 4.6.
Next, we examine the large printing services spatial
interpolation map, and their mean user satisfactory score
is even higher (4.8). Two similar clusters can be found in
the model, but with smaller number of points. Here, the
left side of point, if we take the center of Skopje as a
dividing point, have slightly higher user satisfactory score
above 4.8, while the right side of the spatial model we
have a store that have review score around 4. It is also
interesting that the location of these two types of printing
services do not overlap too much, allowing a space for
opening a new business and offer new and better services.

Figure 2. Interpolation results for the photocopying services and their
user satisfactory rating

Figure 3. Interpolation results for the large printing services and their
user satisfactory rating
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The spatial interpolation map analysis focuses on the
customer side of the business model, in our case high
school students located in different locations in Skopje.
The spatial model given in Fig. 4 depicts the distribution
of the number of students in several high schools in
Skopje, where we can locate several reddish spots on the
map representing number of students above 500.
There are also green spots on the map, most of them
located in areas near the center of the city, with the
number of students below 200. But here the density of the
high schools is much bigger than the hot spots identified
earlier, so the distribution of the high school students is
more even. Therefore, we have green zones on the spatial
interpolation map. If we analyze the distribution of the
photocopying services (yellow circle and blue triangles on
the map) and the high schools (red school icons), we can
note that around the center of the city we have fairly close
proximity between these two objects. However, the
distance between these two objects outside of the city
center is bigger. The next section of the paper looks more
closely into the distance analysis.
B.

Multiple Ring Results and Discussion
In this section, we use the Multiple Ring Buffer tool,
which can be found in the ArcToolbox Analysis Proximity
section, to make spatial distance analysis of the high
schools’ locations and the locations of the photocopying
and large copying service providers. The Multiple Ring
Buffer tool allows us to graphically depict the objects of
interest within the defined distances. For our analysis, we
set the distances of 100, 300 and 500 meters, and the
resulting map is given with Fig. 5.

From the spatial model map, we can see that many of
the photocopying (yellow circle) and large print (blue

triangle) service providers are outside the ring buffer
zones, especially locations that are outside the city center.
Also, there are several high schools that are not in the city
center and in their near location (buffer zone less than 500
meters) there are no photocopying and large print service
providers. This opens a great opportunity for opening for a
new business. The result of the analysis between high
school buffers zones and number of high school students
is a spatial map model given on Fig. 6. From the model,
we can see that the number of high school students is
relatively high outside of the city center, and in their
proximity no more than 500 meters, there are no printing
service providers. This opens a great opportunity for
opening new business, not only for printing services but
also for book and food stores.
Furthermore, we used Python programming language
to execute Geoprocessing commands and scripts for
processing larger amounts of data, as well as automation
of the process. Python is implemented inside of the GIS
software [10], so it is easy to operate. For our project we
use Python to run Multiple Ring Buffer script by setting
up the distance of the rings (100, 300 and 500 meters) and
we set up the output name of the shape file. The code is
given below:
arcpy.MultipleRingBuffer_analysis('Centar',
'C:\Users\PC\Documents\ArcGIS\Default.gdb\Centar_Pyt
hon_MultipleRingBuffer',
'100;300;500',
'Meters',
'distance', 'ALL', 'FULL')
The scripting process with Python can be extremely
useful when dealing with data from multiple sources.
Instead of pre-processing of each data separately and
following each separate ArcGIS GUI procedure, with
Python script we can easily modify the code and run the
entire process automatically. Modifications can be only in
the part of dataset names or external source name or can
extend to more important data analytical part with these
new data sources.
IV.

Figure 4. Interpolation results for the high schools
with the number of students

Figure 5. Result of the Multiple Ring Buffer Analaysis where the high
schools are located in the center of the rings
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CONCLUSION

In this project, we used the spatial location data of the
photocopying and large printing service providers as well
as the location and the number of high school students to
obtain spatial models that point out possible locations for
opening new business objects. Using the ArcGIS software,
we analyzed the data by spatial modelling with IDW
interpolation method and Multiple Ring Buffer tool to
produce a clear picture of spatial object distribution as

Figure 6. Combined model with Multiple Ring Buffer and
interpolation model for number of high school students
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well as new business possibilities. As a result of our
analyses, we concluded that there are several high schools
that are not in the city center and in their near location
(buffer zone less than 500 meters) there are no
photocopying and large print service providers. This
conclusion opens a great opportunity for new bookstores
and photocopying services. Furthermore, the user
satisfactory interpolation analysis shows that there is room
for improvement of the services that are offered. For
future work, we plan to advance this analysis getting more
data regarding the bus stations and other school related
services.
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